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“Forensic rock mechanics”

This picture shows rock from the face on top of the rock from the hw, so it is 
not a typical “faceburst”. Typical faceburst would have the face ejected first 
and then the effects of stope closure would follow. Here stope closure was 
first, causing hw and fw to move into the opening. That deformation loaded 
the face which popped. 



 

6.1 Fault slip

Fault
Stope

Cross-cut
Haulage

Elastic stope closure
Induced shear stress

The historic fault displacement set 
up the unfavourable geometry, but 
has nothing to do with the mining 
induced normal fault behaviour

Fault slip
Classic S.A. 
setup



  

Classic kinematic indicator of slip

It is clear that the fault slip is younger 
than the anchor



  

Brand fault 1989 

m
l
 4.5, displacement  37cm 

measured, Art McGarr happy 
to touch an earthquake 
source



  

.. and the tunnel was open, indicating slow slip



  

.. it was a “soft” event

Fault rock that fell from hw consisted of moist pyrophyllite – when it dried out in the ventilation, “mud 
cracks” developed. The soft fault rock allowed slow slip



  

Measurements of d



  

Seismic events



  

Asperity 
model



  

Stuirmanspan event to test asperity model



  

Stuirmanspan event to test asperity model



  

Stuirmanspan event to test asperity model



  

Stuirmanspan event to test asperity model



  

Stuirmanspan event to test asperity model

The Stuirmanspan event 
was the perfect example 
of the asperity model in 
action. The events 
shown occurred before 
the earthquake. The 
ellipse reflects the 
guestimated source area



  

Arrarat super slow earthquake



  

Over 2 days, 20cm creep!

NB: Survey of tunnel elevation shows elastic 
rebound, i.e. not simply the hw of the fault 
slipping into the stope void – so it was an 
earthquake, albeit super slow



  

The creep creep meter to measure 
subsequent creep



  

Subsequent fault creep and VA



  

More fault creep and VA

The subsequent fault creep was 
slow – 14mm/year
As the creeping continued, the rock 
either side of the fault was making 
noise, here quantified as cumulative 
apparent volume. 
Faster creep – more noise. 



  

6.2 Dykes

 Postma dyke
 Bank dyke
 BV78



  

6.2.1 Postma dyke

Ishi strain gauge



  

In the Postma dyke, we estimated displacement  applying a GMPE (ground 
motion prediction equation, or PPV equation as we used to call it

 Establish empirical relation between seismic source parameter, 
distance and velocity of ground motion 

      log(PPV) = Alog(E) + Blog(R) + C

 Estimate ground velocity at point

 Integrate using dominant frequency

      disp = PPV/2πf0

 = useful estimation of strain



  

Fancy strain gauge by Prof. Ishi



  

Strain gauge in dyke



  

Strain gauge in dyke



  

Measured vs estimated

Guessing dynamic strain from estimates 
of ground motion via a GMPE

Great fun in 1995!



  

Measured vs estimated
Component in compression

Sudden increase in compression 
consistent with interpreted seismic 
displacement



  

Measured vs estimated

Equivalent dilation in 
component 2



  

Measured vs estimated

..also in component 3



  

Measured vs estimated



  

6.2.2 Bank dyke – a bumping dyke



  

Bank dyke



Rockburst damage

Bank dyke



Rockburst damage



Section 
line – next 
slide

Dyke

Rockburst damage

They went through the dyke at the bottom, then up-dipped, exposing 
Ortlepp shears along the north contact of the dyke. The scribbling reflects 
measured displacements



Stope

Updip slot

Section looking north showing the stope into the dyke 
and the updip beyond the dyke.



Updip

site 3

Throughout, the 
shearing was 
not at the dyke 
contact, but 
within the 
country rock



Updip

site 4



Updip

site 5



Updip

site 6



Dyke exposed in 101 
level haulage 

~ 60 m above reef

No marker, so 
displacement could not 
be measured



104 level

~ 12 m 
below 
reef



105 level

~ 56 m below reef

.. again no 
marker, so 
displacement 
could not be 
measured

dyke



Site 4 
details









dyke

reef

~20 cm wide dynamic 
brittle shear, the source 
region for one or more 
seismic events, the largest 
being m

hk
 2.1 



.. maar ons is 
nie bang nie



  

Estimated max. 
displacement from Potency

 Potency = 127m3  Est. dmax = 23 mm



  

Estimated max. 
displacement from Potency

 Potency = 127m3

 Sum of P = 309 m3

 Est. dmax = 23 mm
 Est. dmax = 31 mm



• Steeply diping 
dyke

• Dolerite

• Strong and brittle
• On 29 April 2016 an mw 2.8 

event was followed 30 
minutes later by an mw 2.5 

event. In the deepest part 
of Savuka mine (~3400m 
below surface). The first 
event located on a steeply 
dipping dyke (~20-40 m 
wide) while the 2nd is 
spatially associated with a 
sub-parallel fault. 

54

6.2.3 BV78  dyke 
On 29 April 2016 an mw 2.8 event was followed 

30 minutes later by an mw 2.5 event



Savuka dyke aftershocks – 5 hours

55

Savuka dyke failure - aftershocks



Savuka dyke aftershocks – 5 hours
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Savuka dyke failure - aftershocks



Savuka dyke aftershocks – 5 hours
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Savuka dyke failure - aftershocks
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Savuka dyke failure – EM relation
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Savuka dyke failure – EM relation - abutments
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Savuka dyke failure – EM relation - fault
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Savuka dyke failure – EM relation - dyke
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Savuka dyke failure – EM relation
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – damage tour
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Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism
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Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism
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Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism
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Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism
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Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism
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Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism



76

Savuka dyke failure – source mechanism



notes

Aspects of the seismic events appear anomalous. Compared to historic seismicity, the level 
of damage for a moment magnitude 2.8 is very high. The aftershock sequence suggests 
special circumstances not common in the Wits Basin gold mines and may be explained by 
the geotechnical scenario, namely a stiff dyke within a relatively large pillar. These 
conditions are a little closer to those of the crustal earthquakes and reminiscent of the 
Orkney earthquake. The stiffness of the dyke environment is reflected by the above 
average E-P relations, contrasting with the softer environment around the stope abutments 
where the E-P ratios are lower. This characteristic of the dyke-related events is consistent
with the interpretation that the dyke fails in a more brittle fashion than the surrounding rock.

The damage indicates that the rupture propagated at nearly right angles to the slip – as 
suggested in the figure above. Although this is not uncommon it does reflect a hazard not 
necessarily appreciated, namely the conditions where the rupture propagates toward the 
mine opening.



  

6.3 Pillars

 Pillar failure can sometimes be easier to study since you can move around 
the source

 Correct terminology partial pillar failure or pillar margin failure since, apart 
from properly designed crush pillars, there is usually an intact core left – 
highly stressed and potentially dangerous when confining broken rock is 
removed. 



  

6.3.1 Lourens pillar

3
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 The radial patterns of 
naked tendons point back 
to the seismic source

 The source was largely 
implosive, mag 2.3, size > 
200m

Radiating naked tendonsns

First described by  Lourens Scheepers:  Dynamic failure of an 
oversized crush pillar, Unpublished presentation at the ISS 
International. Seminar, Stellenbosch, 2007.
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 Implosive source consistent with 
closure associated with pillar failure

 More “E3” type fractures

Radiating naked tendons



6.3.2 Sanjay pillar



Spectacular pillar failure …, but 
the hypocentre was on a remote 
crush pillar. 
The moment tensor analysis was 
pure implosion



Pillar abutment failure



Footwall heave  > 20 m back from large 
pillar abutment



More footwall heave



The story
Numerical modelling used to test a concept:
 a crush-pillar-run is initiated at the seismic event 

hypocentre
 widespread stope closure occurs through footwall 

heave – the system is soft
 Closure mainly through shearing along face-parallel 

extension fractures
 This closure causes  > 10 MPa dynamic load on 

already stressed 7E pillar abutment – it fails 
spectacularly



General comments
 The failure process starts with crush pillar.
 Because of the overall system softness, elastic closure is immediate 

and over a large area.
 Because the system is generally in a critical state, this triggers 

immediate non-elastic closure over a wide area - mainly by footwall 
heave.

 The footwall heave mechanism is one of shear displacement mainly 
along steeply inclined extension fractures.

 ..  footwall rock is more brittle .. and not anchored
 Once a section of the footwall has lifted, the normal (clamping) load on 

adjacent extension fractures is decreased, allowing more footwall 
heave.

 Much of the spectacular footwall heave reflects a site response to 
dynamic load rather than a pillar failure mechanism, i.e. not classic  
'pillar foundation failure'.

 The seismic information is consistent with the story, but the story 
could not be told without u/g observation.

  



Pinnacles – formed by extension 
fracturing

Layering



6.3.3 Lizelle’s pillar: Merensky pillar in the north 



Merensky pillar failure – different kind 
of footwall heave



 More pinnacles – different origin



Crushed reef



 Spectacular slip striations caused by 
ejection



But the stalactites unscathed



 At Mine 1 the pinnacles are formed by slicing 
up the strata through static or dynamic stress 
fracturing

 At Mine 2  the pinnacles formed through the 
rotation of non-parallell slabs on the footwall

 In both cases, all the action is in the footwall ...



6.3.4 Small UG2 crush pillar bursts

Location of burst 1 (circle) relative to 
stoping and other crush pillars. The 
darker lines outline UG2 stopes and 
the lighter lines reflect the overlying 
Merensky reef stopes

Date 20141030
Time 80508
Moment magnitude (m w) 1.5

Corner frequency 20.1 Hz
Seismic Potency 6.6 m 3̂
Seismic Moment 2.20E+011 Nm
Radiated seismic energy 2.20E+004 J

Radiated seismic E_S/E_P 4.0
Apparent Stress 3.30E-003 MPa
Static Stress Drop 3.50E-002 MPa
Dynamic Stress Drop 1.60E-001 MPa
Radius of Apparent Volume 200.0 m
Source Size 110.0 m



Different moment tensor results for the 
burst event. The top result is obtained by 
constraining the volumetric and CLVD 
components to near zero. The result 
shown at the bottom is with no 
constraints and the middle case is 
somewhere in between. .

Small UG2 crush pillar burst



 The seismic source 
parameters and source 
mechanisms are consistent 
with say 1mm (elastic) stope 
closure over an area of 
~100m radius … or 
something like that

Small UG2 crush pillar burst



A second, double small UG2 crush 
pillar burst

Date 20141106 20141107
Time 114048 92928
Moment magnitude (m w) 1.3 1.2

Corner frequency 16 20 Hz
Seismic Potency 3.4 2.8 m^3
Seismic Moment 1.10E+011 9.30E+010 Nm
Radiated seismic energry 1.20E+004 4.30E+003 J
Radiated seismic E_S/E_P 3.9 3.9
Apparent Stress 3.60E-003 1.40E-003 MPa
Static Stress Drop 1.80E-002 1.40E-002 MPa
Dynamic Stress Drop 7.20E-002 2.20E-002 MPa
Radius of Apparent Volume 156.0 200.0 m
Source Size 140.0 110.0 m

 The seismic source 
parameters and source 
mechanisms are consistent 
with 1mm (elastic) stope 
closure over an area of 
~100m radius … or 
something like that



… it was violent



.. with curving extension fractures consistent with the ejection 
direction and co-seismic relaxation of stress along the smoot 
hangingwall structure

Schematic depiction - the 
two black lines are the limits 
of the area of ejection 
(defined by sub-vertical 
geological discontinuities) 
and the arrows show the 
direction of ejection. One of 
the double-couple source 
mechanisms  is 
superimposed. Note that the 
source size of the event is 
much larger than the sphere 
shown here.



UG2 crush pillar burst

 The details of the 
damage process is 
not seen in the 
seismological data

 Without 
underground 
observation of the 
damage you will 
not know what 
happened
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6.4.1 Faceburst 1

Magnitude 0.9 faceburst
Minimal stope closure
Ejection striations normal to face
Half ton rock rejected 2m @3.7m/s
Smaller pieces ejected faster – 
embedded in timber prop
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6.4.2 Faceburst 2

Faceburst in dyke
Two magnitude 0.0 events 4.5 minutes 
apart.
Largely implosive mechanisms
The first mechanism consistent with 
slickensides along hw calcite veins
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Faceburst 2

Face slab ejected and 
caught by closing 
hangingwall
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Faceburst 2

Multiple 
fractures 
surfaces riddled 
with fractograpic 
striae

No buckling 
failure Was the 
simultaneous 
failure along 
multiple parallel 
extension 
fractures 
sufficient to 
eject > 100kg 
@>1m/s?
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6.5 Tunnel failure 
6.5.1 Connecting crosscut

Connecting x-cut 
failed through 
bedding plane slip

Radiating naked 
tendons

Reconstruction of 
dynamic deformation 
using kinematic and 
dynamic indicators

Mag 1.3

Mainly DC

size~48m
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Connecting crosscut

Connecting x-cut 
failed through 

bedding 
plane slip
Radiating naked 
tendons

Reconstruction of 
dynamic 
deformation using 
kinematic and 
dynamic 
indicators
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Example Case 4

Tunnel failure when connection made

Best fit moment tensor for 
the damaging event – using 
Dima's 'tester'. 
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Near the north end of the x-cut I 
could re-construct the 
sequence of events by looking 
at

Bedding plane

Fractographic striae

Slickensides and bent naked 
tendon

Tunnel failure when connection made



6.5.2 Tunnel implosion – 
2006 - Rustenburg

A tunnel
An abutment
A seismic flurry
Tunnel closed



                 Tunnel implosion 
Largest event ~m

w
 1.5



Completely closed – HOW??



NB: A set of fault structures parallel to 
tunnel dips steeply to the north



Mostly, the abutment associated events are more 
shear type events … not evt20060905_180545 



Tunnel implosion 

Outcome of full waveform moment tensor inversion (left) and conventional moment tensor 
inversion (right) of evt20060905_180545



Stress orientation and P-axes

LEFT: The orientation of the orientation of sigma 1 (small symbols) at all points of a 3D 
grid in the area of interest (from the stress model) and the P-axis orientations of 28 events 
from the 200609 flurry – larger symbols. 
RIGHT:The orientations of the P-axes and the nodal planes of the 4 largest events. 



ESS-diff: change brought about by 
the development of the tunnel



Tunnel implosion – mystery solved by 
post-seismic creep?



6.5.3: El Teniente NML xc 
On 19 May 2015, a mw 1.8 event at the xc 22/23 Ext. caused significant damage over 150m

RaSiM9 keynote



Vent crosscut – damage tour



Vent crosscut – damage tour



Vent crosscut – damage tour



Seismic source - Dima



Vent crosscut – damage tour





Vent crosscut – damage tour

A second new set of slickensides 
superimposed on the main lineation, 
caused by ejection from the tunnel top end



Ejection from the top corner of the tunnel 
face



Vent crosscut – damage tour



Vent crosscut – damage tour

131



Vent crosscut – damage tour



Vent crosscut – damage tour



A reminder: Transpressional and 
transtensional dynamic brittle shears 

shearing



A model for the damage based on 
transpressional dynamic shear



Seismic source - Dima



Seismic source 



Seismic source – the irregular unzipping 
of planar discontinuities parallel to the 

tunnel Plan view

Looking west

Location errors



As an aside: let’s consider the role of support



  

A tunnel under stress
 A small event initiates in the solid rock outside of the 

damage zone and it has to make up its mind – will I 
become a rockburst?  ... and today is his lucky day, 
since the conditions are ideal ...... 



  

A tunnel under stress
 ... the conditions are ideal ...... 



  

A tunnel under stress
 .. and we have a rockburst – initiating as DC, ending 

with implosion ... 



  

A tunnel under stress
 .. the next time, no luck, since the super stiff support system does not 

allow the unzipping of discontinuities ..

 This concept may apply to spontaneous, triggered or induced events

 Should the support be super-stiff or yielding?


